Zwift Bulletin Summer 2021
Alpe Du Zwift
The Alpe Du Zwift is the virtual equivalent of
Alpe d'huez and is the most popular
mountain climb with Zwifters. In addition to
contributing to the 50,000 metres of climbing
required to unlock the coveted Tron/Concept
bike there are badges at 5 and 25 ascents
(together with bonus XP).
At the top of the Alpe there is the "Spinner",
which literally spins as you pass and will
stop on either a pair of mitts, the Lazer
helmet or the coveted Meilenstein tubular
wheelset.
If you have previously won whatever it lands
on, you will get 250XP for the mitts and
gloves; 1000XP for the wheelset.
Rumour has it that to win the wheelset you
need to complete the climb in less than one
hour, which means a power output in excess
of 3 watts per kg.
I agree with this  I got under the hour on the

Not everyone gets a Ride On from Zwift co
founder and CEO Eric Min
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14th ascent and unlocked the wheelset on
the next ascent (which was over the hour). I
subsequently won the wheels on the
17,18,19,20,21 and 22 ascents (all over the
hour). Next won the wheels on the 25th
ascent (which was under the hour).

Group Rides  wkg vs. kph
Say a ride is advertised as riding at 2wkg.
For the average 75kg rider this will mean
putting out 150 watts to stay with the group.
However, if you weigh 50kg you will need to
push at the rate of 3wkg to stay with the
group!

Due to Zwift being all about watts per kg
(wkg) rather than speed, the majority of
group rides are advertised as riding within a
range of power.
If you are an average weight rider the
following will be of little interest. However if
you are a weight weenie read on.......

So the message is if you are a lighter rider
you should consider group rides below your
comfort level to avoid having to work harder
than anticipated. eg a 50kg rider who is
looking to ride at 2wkg (100 watts) should
look for a ride advertised around 1.3wkg
(100/75). Alternatively search for rides
advertising an average speed.
Note that lighter riders will find it easier (than
an average weight rider) to ascend in Zwift.
Unfortunately the converse also applies 
lighter riders have to work hard to keep up
on the descents!

Haven't given up time trialling  just a change of format!
The Cycling Weekly jersey is the nearest I could get to CCC colours
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Friday 9 July 2021

Friday 9 July 2021 was memorable for a couple of reasons: 
 Mark Cavendish equalled Eddy Merckx's record of 34 TDF wins
 I won my first Zwift sprint (not quite in the same league). The ride was 5 laps of the 5km
Richmond Fan Flats course, so I had several opportunities to fine tune my effort whilst
others were wearing themselves out. I also had the advantage of a 15 second aero power
up. It was just as well that Zwift works on watts per kg and not absolute watts!

Smart/Interactive Trainer
Following much research and deliberation I settled on a Wahoo Kickr Core trainer.
As of 13 July I had ridden 9,500km since 20 March. Throughout this time it has worked
without failure, having been used almost daily. However, because it is a mechanical device it
has not been totally quiet. Initially there was the occasional click/crack which was
concerning, but over time this has reduced in intensity and frequency. More recently a
continuous ticking has developed which sounds like a stationary part making contact with
the rotating flywheel. However, as I said earlier, I have not missed any sessions due to it not
working.
In contrast I have heard of a Club member whose Core lasted 3km before breaking......
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Indoor Equipment and Kit
It is tempting to use redundant/worn out/obsolete equipment and kit for your indoor setup on
the basis noone will ever see it and it keeps costs to a minimum.
I have found this to be a false economy.
Equipment  Indoors, all sound is magnified so, in addition to transmission noise, you hear
every rattle and squeak. To minimize the noise from transmission the general concensus is
to use a Ultegra quality cassette. I started using the smart trainer with a 9 speed Sora
equipped bike but soon moved to a 10 speed Tiagra eqipped bike (with Ultegra cassette).
Kit  The touch points are even more important indoors than In Real Life (IRL) as there is
little opportunity for respite by stopping at junctions etc. In contrast, I have found the old
Endura shorts to be good quality and long lasting. Owing to the increased time now being
spent using the trainer (compared to IRL) I bought new pedals, cleats and indoor specific
shoes, which now remain attached to the pedals to avoid the wear associated with clipping
in and out.

Level 50

The ultimate goal in Zwift is to get to level 50 and this is done by accumulating 500,000
experience points (XP). At 20XP per kilometer this means riding 25,000km. However, level
50 can be achieved in less than 25k by "badge hunting" for bonus XP.
As an illustration, I signed up on 6 October 2020 and got to level 50 on 24 July 2021
covering 19,700km.
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ZwiftPower
The majority of races on Zwift
(road and time trial) require
riders to be registered with
ZwiftPower.
Here is an example of how to
shoot yourself in the foot.
I had done a couple of TT's
when I decided to have a go
at what is called the negative
split. That is where you
execute the second half of an
event at a greater effort than
the first.
Of course I got it wrong by
going out too easy and only
building up on the return leg so that by the
last quarter I was at more than 100% of FTP.
Before this event I was in the ZwiftPower
category of C. The result was I got bumped
up to the B category. Because I can only
hold this power for a short time I now find
myself at the bottom of the B category!

The UPG rank in the image is telling me to
upgrade. I was excluded from the results of
this event because I had entered the event
in a category below my perceived ability.
This is a widespread issue in Zwift and is
commonly referred to as sandbagging.

The Future
The immediate issue is that I have now run out of incentives. There are a couple of badges
outstanding which I am unlikely to attain:  100 RideOns in a single ride and holding 500
watts for 10 seconds.
To be continued........

Ken Miller
24 July 2021
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